
SHOW MACRO AND MICRO ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS WHICH

INFLUENCE MARKETING DECISIONS

The Impact Of Micro and Macro Environment Factors on Marketing. factors are beyond the control of marketers but they
still influence the decisions be eliminated to show your organisation is taking social responsibility.

The customers just have to place a call in the helpline number and the bank executives would go to the
customers house to sign the necessary documents to open a savings bank account or a fixed deposit accounts.
Shareholders KFC Company is beginning to implement real change. In broad terms, this environment can be
divided into two categories. Micro-environment factors: Customers The kind of customer base that your
company attracts, as well as the reasoning behind purchasing your product, are going to highly affect the way
you create marketing campaigns. Value-based marketing: marketing strategies for corporate growth and
shareholder value. Thus having trained staff on the rolls of the bank offers it a high degree of competitive
advantage. Microenvironment is a collection of all the forces that are close to the firm. Macro-Environment
What is Macro Environment In this post I would discuss the Macro environmental factors which consist of
external forces. For example if the country has a relatively young population then the product mix would have
to be different than if the country has a ageing population Dalgic,  Marketing: principles and perspectives. It
has an effect on how all business groups operate, perform, make decisions, and form strategies simultaneously.
Psychology Press. Thus the cars should be built according to the needs and requirement of that segment of the
customers for whom it is meant to be bought and used Goulding,  The two types of marketing are macro as
well as micro environment are beneficial to discover marketing more efficient. Discuss the major political,
economic, socio-cultural, technological, legal and ecological challenges that a global marketing manager may
have to contend with? Grounded theory, ethnography and phenomenology: A comparative analysis of three
qualitative strategies for marketing research. The strength could be in the area of its technical dominance of its
products or services or in the superiority of their marketing strategies. Pearson Education India. Then there can
be threats like political instability and change of government rules and regulation of the host country Kotler, 
Academic Internet Publishers, Inc.. Establish the importance of the marketing environment The Learner can:
1. The company should to be flexible to adopt the rapid changes in technology, government regulations, and
competition in the external microenvironment. It is a part of a larger entity known as the business
environment. This kind of marketing strategy is suitable for Ford in the emerging markets where there are a lot
of competitors and there are considerable risks associated with having a huge marketing budget for an
undifferentiated marketing strategy that has a separate marketing mix for different segments of the consumer
market. It is associated with a small area in which the firm functions. How Macroenvironment Factors Affect
Business Strategy Macro-environment consists of demographic environment, economic environment, natural
factors, technological factors, political factors and cultural factors. These marketing environmental factors
provide opportunities or threats to a particular business. They can influence the performance and day to day
operations of the company, but for a short term only.


